The periodic table of EAV

The periodic table of EAV (electro-acupuncture according to Voll) consists of a coherent and detailed set of
measuring points of organs, acupuncture vessels and energy systems which are intended to provide a comparable
language independent oversight of the measuring results of the individual cases.

I
II
The periodic table of EAV was originally published in Naturheilpraxis 8/95. On the first I of the two A4 pages are
all measuring points of the hands (1) and feet (2) including the 20th 3e inclusively the alarm and associated points
(3), on the second II one all the other differentiating body measuring points. First you note the name and date (4),
then the time of beginning, later the end of the measuring (5). After having noted the measuring results (in 1, 2 and
maybe 3), the fields with the diverging values
< 45, > 65, indicator-drop, and normalized
(= returned into the norm) must be marked. Then follows a explaining conversation with the patient (contexts and
priorities of the treatment). The professional can personally make a good use of the organ watch (9). It is also
important to note big surgeries (8), i.e. Ektomie: Bl F (for an hysterectomy). We continue with the preparation of the
medicament & biocompatibility test: we write the diverging measuring points, which we selected for the
medicament test, on the same height of the line (11). Then we note the beginning of the medicament test (6),
maybe also of the Nosode measuring (7), on the top (10 a, b, c, d) we note the tested samples (if possible with the
allotment documentation number) and the results of the remedies/materials (10) in the sequence of the selected
measuring points on the height of the corresponding lines (11).

III
Comparability of the development III: Later, after some consultations, you can lay one sheet beside the other
and compare the marked colors, so you can check the development, so, the comparability is worldwide guaranteed
and the traceability easy.
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The EAV documentation standard
The classification of all measuring points fosters:
• comparing documentations at a glance (= practical approach)
• documenting uniformly and independently of operating systems without language restriction (= approach
without loss of information)
• the most complete possible documentation of the multiplicity of the individual cases (= evidence based
approach)
• promoting the worldwide information exchange between researchers, practitioners and patients (=
communicative approach)
• facilitating teaching with the plausible systematics (= didactic approach)
• facilitating learning with interactive atlases (= learning oriented approach)
• disseminating this diagnostic and medication selecting methodology (= public health improving approach entirely in the sense of Nefiodow).
The following two pages with the periodic system of EAV and a list of the classification of the MP H+F can be used
freely for handwriting documentation. It exists also a universal electronic version of the Periodic System of EAV
for the IT documentation of the practice activity. Moreover exists a special statistics version on request.
The integration in electronic systems, research projects, translations and publications (also only parts) needs the
prior written authorization of the author.

Intensive courses & seminars for students and professionals
for safely exploiting the potential of EAV especially involving the detailed documentation. With the EAV it is
possible to detect and treat systematically causes and blocks as well as apply individual therapy concepts (monitor
ongoing therapies and adapt remedies). It is also possible to diagnose and treat patients with physical disorders
without sufficient organic findings (so called somatoform disorders) to chronic diseases and minimize risks of
invasive procedures, including e.g. image findings (X-ray, ultrasound and magnetic resonance imaging etc.).

Ideal for travel and home visits
With the periodic table of EAV and a basic measuring device one is always ready to make a checkup.
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In the atlas is an optimized print version of these two pages
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In the atlas is an optimized print version of these two pages
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